Software Test
Engineer (QA) (m/f)

Employment: Full time
Start: As soon as possible

Who we are
Bitpanda is Europe’s leading digital asset platform (e.g. Bitcoin, Ethereum & co) and one of the
fastest growing FinTechs. We have the vision of creating an eco-system that allows a simple
entry for beginners and an optimised usability for the advanced users. For this, we constantly
work on new innovations and see ourselves as pioneers for the future financial and payment
industry. To achieve our visions of the future, we work closely with financial services, banks and
several trading platforms. Bitpanda is a visionary and rapidly expanding Start-Up, which is why
we are looking for highly motivated and tech-savvy team members, who share our vision and
choose to help and shape the future of the emerging FinTech industry.

What you will do
Develop test plans and execute test cases for assigned features
Develop automation frameworks, tools and security testing scripts to replace manual test
cases when possible
Work alongside the software engineering team to test and validate new code to fix bugs and
implement new features
Find clear reproduction steps for issues reported by customers
Report bugs and write final test reports

What you should offer
A solid understanding of Software QA methodologies, tools and approaches
Experience in testing RESTful Web services and Apps (black box and automated testing)
Strong experience with test automation frameworks like Selenium, Appium, etc.
Ideally good working experience of REST-assured
Good programming knowledge and the ability to check unit tests
Fair knowledge of SQL, PHP, Python, Java, Linux
Passion for product quality and positive user experience
Ability to adapt in a dynamic work environment, learn quickly and solve problems

What we offer
A chance to get involved in one of the leading FinTech Start-Ups and thereby help shape a
growing, forward-looking and innovative field
An ensured salary according to the collective agreement and a possible overpayment
depending on the qualification
Flat hierarchy and short communication channels
Exciting and challenging projects, which offer room for your creative ideas
Prompt takeover of self-responsibility
Very good working atmosphere in a young and motivated team
Free soft drinks in our office in Vienna 1070

Are you ready for this exciting ride into the future with us?
Then we look forward to receiving your detailed application. You can apply at www.bitpanda.com/career

